Company Profile

we started out with a vision to deliver exceptional customer value with a zeal for
service. This vision has helped us evolve and expand the business.
We have offices located in all the key markets across the world and enjoy a network
of exclusive partnerships in every major city, port and hub. Our global presence
ensures that our customers enjoy a seamless service experience everywhere, every
time and in every country.

Our extensive portfolio of services, rapidly increasing geographical coverage and
systematic operations have helped us establish ourselves as one of the leading freight
Services Company in Egypt. We take great pride in being a part of the global WCA
Network and WIN Network.
With freight forwarding as our core activity, we have diversified into logistics,
removals, project cargo forwarding and outbound logistics; complementary services
requiring similar infrastructure and capabilities. Making us one of the foremost
integrated Freight Companies in the world.
We believe in investing in technology that adds value to our customers’ experience by
building automated processes, increasing efficiency in team-work and a growing a
stronger global network.
Evolving each day to meet the dynamic needs of this Service, we have successfully
networked ourselves in order to offer quality solutions for even the most complex
service demands.
Our action plan is simple - identify customer needs, provide timely solutions, measure
customer satisfaction and improve the speed at which services are brought to the
customer’s workplace.
Every Move a Success
With freight forwarding as our core activity, Pyramids Freight Services (PFS) is an
operating integrated shipping related services ranging from NVOCC, logistics,
shipping, international trade consultants, sea, air freight forwarding and customs
brokerage among leading custom clearance agents, diversified into logistics,
removals, complementary services requiring similar infrastructure and capabilities.
These ventures, though established fairly recently, have also turned into viable profit
centers contributing to the continued growth of our business while offering excellent
service to the respective industries. Making us one of the best integrated Freight
Services Solutions companies in Egypt.
Our Business intelligence Unit (BIU) is dedicated for analyzing and studying the
different trades and preparing reports which allows to approach the top clients and
also understanding the shipping market.

